The Center for Iberian & Latin American Studies

CILAS Graduate Symposium
Presentations given by Tinker Field Research Grant Recipients
Thursday, May 21, 2015
Deutz Room in the Copley Conference Center at the Institute of the Americas Complex, UCSD

Panel 1   Moderator: Olga Vasquez   Time 10-11:30 AM
Amy Kenne more-Anthropology “Extraction, Revolution, and Plurinationalism: Rethinking Resource Extraction Narratives from Bolivia”
Jason Kjosling-Anthropology “Marine Resources at an Inland Tiwanaku Colony: Ritual-Economy in an Early Andean State”
Paloma Checa-Gismero-Visual Arts “Robarte el arte, an experimental documentary about an art biennial”
Priscilla Garcia-Anthropology “Looking for God and politics in Brazil”

Lunch 11:30AM-12PM in the Deutz room

Panel 2   Moderator: Elana Zilberg   Time 12-1:30 PM
Areli Palomo-LAS “The dynamics of violence behind migration in El Salvador”
Claudia Vizcarra, LAS “Epistemic Violence and the Decolonization of the University: Comparative Philosophies between UCSD and UNAM”
Megan Horton, LAS “Burning Memory: Amnesty against Justice? Historical Memory and Continued Polarization in Postwar El Salvador”

Panel 3   Moderator: John Blanco   Time 2-3:30 PM
Jorge Ramirez-Literature “Poéticas de emergencia en CADA desde la perspectiva de Diamela Eltit CADA’s Emergency poetics from the perspective of Diamela Eltit”
Troy Kokinis-History “Anarchism and Armed Struggle in Mid-Twentieth Century Rio de la Plata”

● Please visit our website http://cilas.ucsd.edu/events/index.html